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180,000 POSSIBILITIES. 

EXCHANGE

D E S I G N E R

+  With a long history of creating award–winning 
furniture systems for major manufacturers,  
Nick Gillissie won the 2013 Best ofNeoCon 
design award for furniture system 
enhancements. For Gillissie, maintaining face–
to–face dialogue with the people who make, 
procure, install, maintain and live with the 
furniture allows him to truly understand the 
insight into their needs. This understanding 
paired with his expertise across a variety 
of design disciplines results in versatile and 
cost–effective solutions that advance the 
changing workplace.

H O W

+  An engaged working posture can be found 
with the comfortable 4” seat foam, in either 
20” or 24” deep seat pan, supported by 
elastic webbing. A 12” tall backrest with  
a 13 degree angle from vertical to keep  
you focused and engaged.

+  Power and USB connections available on 
arms, storage and select table tops in three 
(3) plate hues: Onyx, Smoke, and Cloud. 
Power is available underneath the seat  
if required.

+  Bezel for in–line table tops available  
in 13 dynamic hues.

+  Legs available in circular metal, rectangular 
metal, wire metal and wood for alternative 
aesthetics, available in 13 powder–coated 
colors and round wood legs in three wood 
tones, within steel sleeves.

+  All armrests are available with or without 
electrics. 6” or 12” wide arms in either low  
or high arm heights. 

+  Bent Plywood arms available in seven 
laminate colors with cubby and electrics.

+  Mid–mounted swing tablet, in 13 high 
pressure laminate colors, armrest with 
electrics.

+  Storage includes 24” in–line table storage 
and bent plywood armrests with cubby 
storage. Tops are available in a total of 
13 laminate options including eight solid 
neutrals and five wood tones. Sheet steel 
components available in 13 powder–coated 
colors.

+  Comprehensive privacy screen program 
includes partial, full and surround screens, 
120–degree screens, mesh and acoustic 
screens, offering tailored solitude to fit the 
needs of any environment or application.

+  Wide array of freestanding tables available 
in a range of shapes, sizes, and color options 
including laptop tables, cocktail tables, 
coffee tables or round tables to support 
the different ways people work. Tops are 
available in a total of 13 laminate options 
including eight solid neutrals and five wood 
tones to suit any environment aesthetic. 
Frames are available in 8 paint colours, 
including 2 matte finishes and 6 glossy hues.

W H A T

+  Designed by Nick Gillissie in collaboration  
with Allseating, Exchange is an innovative, 
GOOD DESIGN Award–winning soft 
seating system that is highly customizable, 
retrofittable, modular and affordable.

+  The system offers a solution for not only  
the needs of the moment, but also the needs 
of one’s entire day and the future needs of 
organizations, making it a destination within 
the workspace.

W H Y

+  The ever–changing, open concept workplace 
has evolved to support wellness by offering 
workers flexibility, choice and movement. 
From open–concept desking to private 
soft seating enclosures to ideation rooms, 
workers are able to move throughout the 
space according to their functional and 
emotional needs.

+  Team–centered design continues to grow, 
in which collaboration needs to happen 
anywhere and at anytime leading to 
organizations exploring more casual spaces.

+  Remaining sedentary in a single space for  
the majority of the work day is not good  
for the physical or emotional well–being of  
the workforce, which in turn impacts 
productivity and workplace satisfaction.

+  A younger workforce, unfamiliar with fixed 
technology, is more comfortable moving 
between workspaces according to their 
working needs throughout the day.

+  Increased implementation of non–traditional  
‘no–fixed–address’ workspaces in which 
a variety of settings are needed to suit 
different tasks and different personalities.


